
Quite possibly, the

biggest challenge facing

leaders today is how to

navigate through a complex

and rapidly evolving future

landscape, without a clear

map.

The Essence of

Leadership

In today’s world, leadership cannot be taught.  Effective

leadership is becoming more about widening your worldview,

dealing with constant change and reconnecting to your

humanity. 

It is about leading with purpose and conviction into an

uncharted future.

"In time, we shall be in a
position to bestow on

South Africa the greatest
possible gift - a more

human face"
Steve Biko



Where do we start? 
 

We start by interrogating perceptions about our context, our assumptions about ourselves and our role within our world.   Only when we step outside of our circles of certainty, come face-to-face with

uncertainty and learn to harness our vulnerabilities will we find the ability to lead courageously with an open mind.

The Essence of Leadership is for

anyone who is:

challenged by the uncertainly of the changing world

feeling isolated, vulnerable and unsure of their

influence in uncertain times

desiring to build the courage and meaning to chart a

course where there is no map

from an organisation that believes in enabling the

potential of their people and is serious about

encouraging highly effective and empowering

environments

 

 

 

The Questions we will Explore: The Outcomes we Seek:
An expanded worldview

An understanding of how to counter the pressure of

constant change, stress and anxiety

A restored connection to personal humanity and purpose in

the world

 

 

 

Leaders who connect, engage and influence others

A greater appreciation for the possibility of diversity

Energised, cohesive teams with a deepened sense of

connection, respect and mutual trust

More effective and agile organisations 

Ultimately, this immersive experience could enable:
 

 

 

 

Lead with Humanity was founded over 20 years ago with the express purpose to be a catalyst for positive and enduring change.  Specifically,

we want to help leaders, who choose to significantly impact and positively change their world, be excited and confident about the future.

 The Lead with Humanity Network has delivered over 100 successful immersions for International Business Schools and global organisations. 

The Network is led by a team of  seasoned facilitators with over 180 years of collective experience in strategic facilitation,  leadership

development, executive coaching, and applied neuroscience.

What are the perceptions of our world that influence

the way we think, behave and the decisions we

make?

 What are the consequences of living with constant

pressure, stress and uncertainty?

 How do I, as a leader, positively influence in a volatile

and complex environment?

 

 

 

What you can expect:  
 

A uniquely curated process over one to three days, delivered though carefully designed facilitation and very relevant leadership ideas and tools. 

www.leadwithhumanity.co.za

info@leadwithhumanity.co.za


